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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

compnsinc

A system for delivering a stent into an anatomical structure, the system

an outer tubular structure having a proximal end and a distal end;

ai\inner elongated structure having a proximal end and a distal end, the

inner elongated structure being located within the outer tubular

^ructure such that the distal end of the inner elongated structure

suCustantially coincides with the distal end of the outer tubular

structure;

a stent accommodating area on the distal end of the inner elongated

structure;^nd

an external tubulanstructure contact area projecting from a surface of the

inner eiongateci structure and located proximal to the stent

accommodating Vea, the external tubular structure contact area

frictionally sliding against an interior surface of the outer

tubular structure.

2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the external tubular structure contact area on

the inner elongaied structure is constructed of Pellethane.igaiec

3. The system pf claim 1 , wherein the external tubular structure contact area on

the inner elongatedfstj^fcli^re comprises a plurality of external tubular structure contact

areas projecting from the surface of the inner elongated structure.
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system of claim\3, wherein each external tubular structure contact area

on the Inrierelongated structur^ is separated from other external tubular structure

contact ar^

5. The system of claim 4, wherein each subsequently proximal external tubular

structure contact area on the surface of the inner elongated structure increases in

durometer from the dismal end to the\proximal end of the inner tubular structure.

6. The system of claim 5, wherein the most distal external tubular structure

contact area on the surface of the inner\elongated structure has a durometer measure

of 55D.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein eAch subsequent proximal external tubular

structure contact area has a durometer measure greater than 55D.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein there a{e three external tubular structure

contact areas.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein the duromeifer measures of the three external

tubular structure contact areas on the surface of the inrr^r tubular structure from the

distal end proximally are 55D, 65D, and 75D.
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10. The sysjtem of claim 1 , wherein tpe outer tubular structure has a translucent

region at its distal dind.0|1

1. The system of claim 10, wherein tme translucent region has a length that

substaritially coincides with a constrained length of a stent within the outer tubular

structure

The system of claim 1 , further comprising a stent located in the stent

accommodating area and within the outer tubulqr structure when the stent is

constrained.

13. The system of claim 1 , further comprising:

a gap between an external surface of the i nr\er elongated structure and the

interior surface of thei outer tubular structure.

14. An inner elongated structure for a tubular dtent delivery device used in

deploying a stent into an anatomical structure, the inne\ elongated structure comprising:

an elongated structure^

a stent accommodating ^ea on a distal end of the\elongated structure and

shaped to receive a^onstrained length of a stent; and

an engagement area projecting from the surface of the elongated structure and
1 1, 1 \ \

located proximal to the stent accommodating area, tine engagement area
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#
able to frictionaW slide aga^nst an interior surface of an outer tubular

structure of a stent delivery dc^vice.

15. Trte structure of claim 14, further cpmprising:

a stent positioned in the stent acconnmadating area.

16. TheWtructure of claim 14, wherein thp engagement area on the elongated

structure is constructed of Pellethane.

17. The structure of claim 14, wherein the Engagement area on the elongated

structure con^prises a plurality of engagement area\ projecting from the surface of the

elongated ^fructiure.

18. Th^tructure of claim 17, wherein each enj^agement area on the elongated

structure is separated from other engagement areas.

19. The structure of

end to the proximal end of

claim 18, wherein each subsequently proximal engagement

area on the surface of the (Elongated structure increases indurometer from the distal

he elongated structure.

20. The structure of claim 19, wherein the most distal engagement area on the

surface of the elongated structure has a durometer measure of 95D.
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21 . The structure of claim 20, whey*ein each subsequent proximal engagement

area has a durometer measure greater th^n 55D.

22. The structure of claim 21 , wherein there are three engagement areas.

23. The structure of claim 22, wherein the durometer measures of the three

engagement areas on the surface of the elongated structure from the distal end

proximally are 55D, 65D, and 75D.

24. An\nner elongated structure for a tubillar stent delivery device used in

deploying a stenVinto an anatomical structure, the \nner elongated structure comprising:

an elongatecl structure;
V ^

stent accommodating means for accommodat\ng a constrained length of a stent

at a distal fend of the elongated structurdt and

engagement means\for frictionally engaging the elongated structure with an

interior surface qf an outer tubular structurif of a stent delivery device.

25. the structure of claim 24, further comprising:

a stentypositioned in the stent accommodating means

26. The structure of claim 24, wherein the engagement \neans on the elongated

structure is constructed of Pellethane.
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\The structure of claim 24, wherein the engagement means on the elongated

structur/fe cdffTprises a plurality of engagement rpeans projecting from the surface of the

elongated i^cture.

28. /Trt^»§tructure of claim 27, wherein ealch engagement means on the

elongated strOfchife is separated from other engagement means.

29. The structL re of claim 28, wherein esch subsequently proximal engagement

means on the surface of the elongated structure increases in durometer from the distal

end to the proximal end of the elongated structure.

30. The structure of claim 29, wherein the most distal engagement means on the

surface of the elongated structure has a durometenmeasure of 55D.

31 . The structure of claim 30, wherein each Subsequent proximal engagement

means has a durometer measure greater than 55D.

32. The structure of claim 31 , wherein there arfe three engagement means.

33. The structure of claim 32, wherein the durorneter measures of the three

engagement means on the surface of the elongated stnipture from the distal end

proximally are 55D, 65D, and 75D.
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34. A methad of deploying a stent with respect to an anatomical structure, the

method comprising:

providing a stertt delivery system, the system comprising:

an outer tqbu lar structure having a proximal end and a distal end;

an inner elcingated structure having a proximal end and a distal end, the

inner elongated structure being located within the outer tubular

structurte such that the distal end of the inner elongated structure

substanWally coincides with the distal end of the outer tubular

structured

a stent accommotlating area on the distal end of the inner elongated

structure aqcommodating a stent; and

an e)rtemal tubular s^^^ area projecting from a surface of the

inner elongated structure and located proximal to the stent

accommodatinq area, the external tubular structure contact area

frictionally slidind against an interior surface of the outer

tubular structure;

inserting the stent delivery systerin through an insertion point in a body until the

distal ends of the external tubular structure and the inner elongated structure are in a

position within the anatomical structure;

moving the outer tubular structure proVimally while maintaining the position of the

inner elongated structure, thus exposing the st^nt accommodating area and releasing at

least part of the stent into the anatomical structure; and
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•
continuing the proxiWial movement of the oul^er tubular structure with respect to

\ i

the inner elongated structur|^ until the stent is completely deployed into the anatomical

structure; and

withdrawing the stent delivery system from the insertion point in the body,

35. The method of claim 34, further comprising:

beforft completely deploying the stent into the anatomical structure, moving the

inner elongated structure proximally while maintaininij the position of the outer tubular

structure, thusUetracting the at least part of the stent

into the stent accommodating area; and

re-positioning the stent delivery system to a ne

anatomical structure.

From the anatomical structure back

N position with respect to the

36. The method of claim 34, wherein the external tubular structure contact area

on the inner elongated structure is constructed of Pell thane.

37. VThe method of claim 34, wherein the external tubular structure contact area

on the innei\elongated structure comprises a plurality of external tubular structure

contact area^^pjecting from the surface of the inner elorjigated structure.

38. The method of claim 34, wherein each external tubular structure contact

area on the inne

contact areas.

elongated structure is separated from other external tubular structure
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39. The meth9d of claim 38, wherein each subsequently proximal external

tubular structure contact area on the surface of the inner elongated structure increases

in durometer from the distal end to the pr6ximal end of the inner tubular structure.

40. The method of claim 39, wherein the most distal external tubular structure

contact area on the surface of the inner elqngated structure has a durometer measure

of 55D.

41 . The method of claim 40, wherein Ipach subsequent proximal external tubular

structure contact area has a durometer measure greater than 55D.

42. The method of claim 41 , wherein th^re are three external tubular structure

contact areas.

43. The method of claim 42, wherein the durometer measures of the three

external tubular structure contact areas on the surface of the inner tubular structure

from the distal end proximally are 55D, 65D, and 75D.

44. The method of claim 34, wherein the outer\tubular structure has a

translucent region at Its distal end.
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\ 45. The method of claim 44, whereinjthe translucent region has a length that

substantially coincides with a constrained leqgth of a stent within the outer tubular

structure.

46. The

comprises:

method of claim 44, wherein the stent delivery system further

a gap between an external surface of th^ inner elongated structure and the

interior surface of the outer tubular structure.
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